College Captains:

George Harris and Madeleine Wunsch

Prefects:

Ellen Bailey, Nathan Hensel, Ella O’Shea, and Ryan Troe

House Leaders:

MacKillop
  Junior: Isaac Harvey and Dominic Saparamadu
  Senior: Emogin Kelly and Harry Milford

McAuley:
  Junior: Morgan Allen and Charlie Bradley
  Senior: Brianna Celledoni and Harry Skinner

Nolan:
  Junior: Jason Maunder and Jennifer Nothdurft
  Senior: Jade Nearhos and Daniel Stephen

Rice:
  Junior: Grace Rillie and Cooper Suhr
  Senior: Riley Easton and Natalie Gleeson

Student Representative Council:

Yr 6: Rhany Glasby and Luke Shore
Yr 7: Patrick Kelly and Vivi Vadasz
Yr 8: Jonty MacDougall and Laura May
Yr 9: Noah Brady and Ainsliegh Brown
Yr 10: Meg Langton, Yvan Miaco and Kurtis Sankey
Yr 11: Mackenzie Elliott and Will Gillespie
Yr 12: Connor Malone and Grace Sankey
Honorary Members: Tahlisha Lammas, Jack Matthews and Hamish McGovern